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We study the initial value problems of the two dimensional system:
u s f u , t , I t . .t
0.1 .
u s u t , I q O e . .ts0 0 1 i
 .  .where I t s I q e t is a slowly varying parameter, f u, t, I is analytic on alli
 .variables and periodic on t with period 2prv, and u t, I are periodic solutions0
of the system
¨ s f ¨ , t , I 0.2 .  .t
 .where I is a constant parameter. We assume that the variational equations of 0.2 ,
  . .w s f u t, I , t, I w, have the corresponding characteristic exponentst ¨ 0
 .  .  .l I , l I s l I which move across the imaginary axis from the left half1 2 1
complex plane to the right half complex plane as I increases past I . We showy
 . <  . <that under the nonresonant conditions H4 and H5 that v / 2rn Im l I for1 y
 .n g N in Section 4 , along with other generic conditions such as H1]H3 below,
  ..   ..the separations of u I t from u t q t, I t do not occur at the critical point0 1
 .  .where I t s I , rather, the bifurcations are substantially delayed until I t s I qy i
e t reaches I ) I which is independent of e , as e ª 0q. In other words,q y
<  .   .. <  .   . 4  .u t y u t q t, I t s 0 e for t g t: I F I t F I for some I s I I ) I0 1 i q q q i y
independent of e , when e ª 0q. An exact formula for I is given for generalq
situations. In near resonance cases, a sharp estimate of I is also derived. Q 1996q
Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The delayed bifurcation phenomena have recently been investigated by
w xseveral authors in theoretical aspects 4]15 and practical applications
w x1]3, 16]21 . Such problems usually involve certain evolution systems
containing a parameter which is slowly varying with time. As the parameter
 .slowly passes a critical bifurcation point, the solutions of the evolution
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systems remain close to the static equilibria whose linear stability changes
from stable to unstable as the parameter moves across the bifurcation
point, and eventually they bifurcate away from the static equilibria at some
points of the parameter which are well above the bifurcation point at
distances depending only on the initial parameter value and being inde-
pendent of the slowness of the parameter change. The limits of the
solutions as the speed of parameter change goes to zero present the
pattern that they follow closely the static equilibria up until certain points
above the bifurcation point, then move away. These phenomena are
different from what people understand as bifurcations and are named as
delayed bifurcations.
The delayed bifurcations are somehow anti-intuitive in contrast to the
bifurcation diagrams of the systems where the slow variable is treated as a
parameter. Mathematically, they are interesting for their intrinsic struc-
tures which were not well understood by the classical theory. More
significantly, they offer an explanation to a number of natural phenomena.
A typical case of delayed bifurcations can be illustrated as follows.
Consider the system
u s f =nu , =ny1u , . . . , u , X , I t 1.1 .  . .t
 .  . kwhere u ?, t : 0, ` ª B for some Banach space B, = u represents the kth
 .spatial derivatives of u, I t s I q e t is the slowly moving parameter, and0
 .e ) 0 is a small number. Let u X, I be a family of solutions of the0
equilibrium equation
­
n ny1u s f = u , = u , . . . , u , X , I s 0 1.2 . .0 0 0 0­ t
with I regarded as a constant parameter.
 .It is assumed that for the variational problem of 1.2 with respect to
 .u X, I ,0
w s f =nu , . . . , u , X , I w 1.3 . .t u 0 0
 .  .  .where f is the Frechet derivative, j I , j I s j I are a pair of firstu 1 2 1
eigenvalues which pass across the imaginary axis as I moves past I , i.e.,y
 .  .  .Re j I - 0 for I - I ; Re j I ) 0 for I ) I ; Im j I / 0 wherej y j y j y
j s 1, 2.
One wishes to study the behavior of the solutions of the initial value
problems:
u s f =nu , . . . , u , X , I t . .t
1.4 .
u s u X , I q O e .  .ts0 0 i
 .where I t s I q e t, I - I .i i y
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w xEveryone would agree from the basic stability theory such as 23 that
u X , t y u X , T s O e 1.5 .  .  .  .0
  . 4 5 5for t g t: I t F I , provided an appropriate norm ? is defined ac-y
cording to different problems. Because all the eigenvalues stay in the left
 .half of the complex plane, 1.5 can be achieved by some standard
arguments, such as Semigroup Theory. The question arises on the behavior
 .  .of u X, t after I t goes across I .y
w x  .The Quasi-steady State Theory 16]18 led one to believe that u X, t
  ..goes away from u X, I t shortly after I passes I . The theory treats the0 y
problems by studying the linearized stability at each fixed I. One argued
 .   ..  .   ..that for I t F I , Re l I t F 0, so u X, t stays close to u X, I t ;y i 0
 .   ..  .after I t s I , Re l I t ) 0, then u x, t should separate fromy 1
  ..u X, I t immediately. Some asymptotic methods have been utilized to0
 .determine whether the peeling separating point occurs at I s I qy
 1r2 .  1r3. w xO e or I s I q O e 16]18 .y
Surprisingly, in contrast to all these, the experimental results and
w x 5  .numerical computations 1]3 indicated that for some systems, u X, t y
  ..5  .   . 4  .u X, I t s O e when t g t: I F I t F I where I s I I ) I is0 i q q q i y
independent of e as e ª 0q. The amount of delay of the bifurcations,
I y I , is determined by I - I by a manner of a monotonically decreas-q y i y
ing function. Therefore the delayed bifurcations are also said to have
memory effect.
The questions about these dynamical behaviors were raised by physiolo-
w xgists Jakobsson and Guttman 3 as they noticed the ``reverse accommoda-
tion'' phenomena in their experiments of the giant axon of squids. The
experiments were designed to measure the response of the membrane
potential to the electronic current applied on the membrane. Being
applied with a constant current I, the membrane has a threshold at some
I s I . For I - I , the membrane potential accommodates the current Iy y
 .to an equilibrium u I ; for I G I , the potential approaches to a periodic0 y
motion. Jakobsson and Guttman studied the response of the membrane
 .  .potential u t with respect to a slowly varying current I t s I q e t. It wasi
<  .   .. <found that large amplitude oscillations did not occur and u t y u I t0
 .  .s 0 e until I t reaches a value I which is well beyond I . It is a veryq y
interesting biological finding that people can manipulate the threshold of
certain systems. The direct impact of such a result in physiology is
w xsignificant. Baer et al. 1, 2 had performed an extensive numerical compu-
tation and started to consider the corresponding mathematical problems
with respect to the phenomena. They suggested considering the mathemat-
ical problem of slow passage of I through the Hopf bifurcation point I iny
the FitzHugh Nagumo model, and further they indicated the relation
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between I and I which was later shown to be true. Other examples andi q
w xapplications are also in the literature 21 and its references.
Rigorous study of delayed bifurcation started at least in the 1970s.
w xShishkova 4 discovered the delayed bifurcation phenomena in a very
w xparticular ordinary differential equation system. Neishtadt 6 first consid-
ered the delayed bifurcation problems for the general systems where either
 .u I are a family of equilibria with eigenvalues moving across the imagi-0
 .  .nary axis delayed Hopf bifurcation or u I, t are a family of limit cycles0
whose multipliers move across the unit circle. By using an iterative
scheme, Neishtadt proved the existence of the delayed bifurcation in
 .showing I G I ) I for some I independent of e which serves as anq c y c
estimate for the lower bound of I . Then for the equilibria cases delayedq
.Hopf bifurcations , an exact formula for the amount of delay was obtained
w xlater by Neishtadt in 7 . Su gave a rigorous proof of the delayed Hopf
wbifurcation for the spatially uniform FitzHugh Nagumo Equation in 10,
x w x12 , and the relation between I and I suggested by 1, 2 was shown to bei q
true. The method, however, is generally applicable to generic Hopf bifur-
cations. The case of the nonspatially uniform FitzHugh Nagumo system
w xwas also studied for the delayed Hopf bifurcations 11 . A quite different
approach was utilized in order to deal with the parabolic system. More
w xrecently, Candelpergher et al. 15 also attempted to explain the delayed
Hopf bifurcation phenomena by using the Gavrey property from the
nonstandard analysis point of view. However, for the cases of delayed
bifurcations from periodic motions, the problems of an exact formula for
the amount of delay are still open and are the main subject of this paper.
Rigorous analysis for delayed pitch-fork bifurcations is also available in
the literature. Under the restrictive condition that u ' 0 is a constant
 . w x w xsolution of u s f u, I q e t , Diener and Diener 14 and Schecter 13t i
independently proved the existence of delayed bifurcations. Without the
restrictive condition stated above, the problem is rather difficult. Su
extended the results of a delayed bifurcation general case by studying a
co-dimension one family of systems relative to all systems which have
w xpitch-fork bifurcations 25 . The result there is a consequence of the
effects of periodic perturbations to delayed bifurcations.
In this paper, we focus on the delayed bifurcation problems from
 . 2 1 1 2periodic motions. Let f u, t, I : R = R = R ª R be analytic in u, t,q
and I, and f be periodic on t with period T s 2prv. Assume that the
 .  .system u s f u, t, I has a family of periodic solution u t, I with param-t 0
 .  .eter I. Suppose that characteristic exponents l I , l I of the variational1 2
 .   . .problem around u t, I : v s f u t, I , t, I w satisfy the relationship0 t u 0
 .  .  .  .  .l I s l I ; Im l I / 0 for j s 1, 2; Re l I - 0 for I - I , Re l I2 1 j j y j
 .  .) 0 for I ) I , and drdI Re l I ) 0 where I is some critical value.y j y y
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We consider the initial value problems at I - I :i y
u s f u , t , I q e t .t i
1.6 .
u s u t , I q O e . .  .ts0 0 1 i
 .  .We are interested in the behavior of the solutions u t, e of 1.6 ,
 .especially for the t 's such that I t G I .y
We show that under Hypotheses H1]H5 below, the bifurcations from
 .unstable static periodic motions will be delayed until I t G I for someq
I ) I , i.e.,q y
u t , e y u t q t , I t s O e .  .  . .0 1
 < 4for t g t I F I q e t F I . In particular, by analyzing the structure of thei i q
solutions near the periodic motions, we obtain an exact formula for I as aq
function of I which maximizes the amount of delay. This result serves toi
w x strengthen the result in 6 where only lower bounds of I i.e., existence ofq
.delay were derived. A sharp estimate of the lower bound of I is given forq
the near resonance cases. A counterexample is given to show that there is
no delay in bifurcation if the nonresonant condition H4 is not satisfied.
We organize the papers in the following way: In Part I, the assumptions
of the problem are laid out in Section 2; some preliminary results and
motivations of the ideas in the proof will be given in Section 3; and some
preliminary analysis of the structure of solutions will be given in Section 4.
As a byproduct of that, a lower bound for the amount of delay will be
w xgiven. In Part II 24 , we will establish the analytic extension of the
solutions in Section 5; the formula for the distance of solutions from
different sides of I will be given in Section 6; the proof of the mainy
theorems and delayed bifurcations in various conditions will be shown in
Section 7; a counterexample showing no delaying at resonance will be
given in Section 8.
2. THE CONDITIONS IN THE PROBLEM
 .Let us specify the assumptions for Eq. 1.6 .
 .  . 2 q 2H1 Assume f u, t, I : R = R = R ª R has an analytic extension
< < < < < <for u - s , t - `, I - d in the complex plane. f is periodic in t with
 .the period being 2prv. f u, t, I can be expressed as
`
inv tf u , t , I s f u , I e 2.1 .  .  . n
nsy`
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 . ` <  . <where f u, I are analytic in u and I, and  f u, I F M forn nsy` n
< < < <u - s , I - d in the complex plane.
 .H2 For each fixed I, the system
¨ s f ¨ , t , I 2.2 .  .t
 .has a periodic solution u t, I which is of period 2prv in t and analytic0
< <in I for I - d . Also, assume
`
inv tu t , I s c I e 2.3 .  .  .0 n
nsy`
 . ` <  . < < <where c I are analytic,  c I - M for I - d in the complexn nsy` n
plane.
 .  .  .H3 The variational system of 2.2 about u t, I ,0
w s f u t , I , t , I w 2.4 .  . .t u 0
is a linear system with periodic coefficients. By the Floquet Theory, the
 .fundamental solution of 2.4 can be expressed as
W t , I s P t , I e A I . t 2.5 .  .  .
 .  .where P t, I g M is 2prv periodic in t and nonsingular, P t, I s2=2
`  . inv t  . ` <  . < P I e where P I are analytic in I and  P I - M fornsy` n n nsy` n
< <  .I - d in the complex plane. A I is varying with I. Assume that two
 .  .  .eigenvalues of A I , l I and l I , are conjugate to each other, i.e.,1 2
 .  . < <l I s l I for I on the real axis and I - d . Further, there exists a real2 1
 .  .number I such that Re l I - 0 when I - I ; Re l I ) 0 wheny j y j
 .  .  .I ) I ; drdI Re l I ) 0; Im l I - 0.y j y 1 y
Remark. The point I s I is a bifurcation point. With additionaly
 .assumptions not necessary to this problem , various related subharmonic
 . w xbifurcations of 2.2 from I have been noticed. See, for example, 22 .y
<  .  . <  .Since we intend to show that u t y u t q t, I q e t s 0 e , we use0 1 i
 .  .w s u t y u t q t, I q e t as the new variable and I s I q e t as the0 1 i i
new independent variable.
 .Then 1.6 becomes
I y I I y I I y Ii i i
e w s f u t q , I , , I w q F u , , I , wI u 0 1 0 /  / /e e e
I y Iiq e Q u , , I 2.6 .0 0 /e
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  . . `  . inv  t1yI i re . inv Irewhere u t q I y I re , I s  c I e e so that0 1 i nsy` n
I y Ii inv Ireu t q , I s c I , I , t , e e 2.7 .  .Ä0 1 n i 1 /e
` <  . < ` <  . < < <where  c I, I , t , e s  c I F M for I - d . F containsÄnsy` n i 1 nsy` n
second and higher order terms of w with coefficients depending upon u ,0
Ire , I re , and I. The nonhomogeneous termi
I y I ­ I y I ­i i inv Iree Q u , , I s e u , I s e c I , I , t e .Ä0 0 0 n i 1 /  /e ­ I e ­ I
 . ` < . <   ..is of order O e because  ­r­ I c F 1rd I M where d is theÄy` n
distance to the boundary of I-domain in the complex plane. Without loss
of generality, we may assume t s 0 since a differnt t only alters the1 1
 .coefficients of 2.6 slightly and does not change the nature of the
problem. Also let I s 0, moving the critical point to the origin, just byy
another simple change of variable. Also, the bounded factors einv Iire
would only change the problem slightly and are therefore neglected from
now on.
 .  .  . A I . tRecalling from H3 that W t, I s P t, I e is a fundamental solu-
 .  .tion of the variational system 2.4 , P t, I is a periodic in t, we get
­ P
t , I q P t , I A I s f u t , I , t , I P t , I . 2.8 .  .  .  .  .  . .u 0­ t
w xIt is a standard trick from Coddington and Levison 23 to use the new
 .variable y I defined by
I y Ii
w I s P , I y I . 2.9 .  .  . /e
 .  .   . .  Then 2.6 becomes e y s A I y q F u , I y I re , I, y q e Q u , I yI 1 0 i 1 0
. .I re , I wherei
I y I I y I I y I I y Ii i i iy1F s P , I F u , I , , I , P , I y1 0 /  /  / /e e e e
­ P I y Iiye , I y , /­ I e
I y I I y Ii iy1Q s P , I Q u , , I . 2.10 .1 0 0 /  /e e
 . . y1 . .  .The functions P I y I re , I , P I y I re , I and ­ Pr­ I I yi i
. .I re , I are bounded as assumed in H3. We will consider the behavior ofi
 .y I from now on.
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 .The initial value problem which is equivalent to 2.6 has the form
I I
e y s A I y q F , I , e , y q e Q , I .I 1 1 /  /e e
y s O e 2.11 .  .IsIi
where F is analytic in y and has the expression:1
`I
m , n . m n1 1 1 1F , I , e , y s B y y , 2.12 . 1 k 1 2 /e ks1 m qn sk1 1
m G01
n G01
y1with s y. The coefficient vectors have the form: /y2
`I
m , n . m , n . inv Ire1 1 1 1B , I , e s e b I e , 2.13 .  .1 1, n /e nsy`
`I
m , n . m , n . inv Ire1 1 1 1B , I s b I e for k G 2. 2.14 .  .k k , n /e nsy`
The e appearing in B is due to the fact that linear terms within F are1 1
y1 . m1, n1. .only from yeP ­ Pr­ I y. All b I g M are analytic in I. Fromk , n 2, 2
 .  . < < m1, n1. .the fact that f u, t, I of 1.6 is analytic in u - s , and b Ik , n
correspond to the coefficients of k th power terms in the new system, it is
not hard to see that
`
m , n .1 1b I F M , 2.15 .  . 1, n
nsy`
` `
m , n . k1 1 < <b I s - M for I - d . 2.16a .  .  k , n
nsy` ks2
m qn sk , m G0, n G01 1 1 1
We just assume
M
m , n .1 1b I F , k G 1, 2.16b .  . k , n 2s k .m , n , n1 1
 .  .instead of 2.15 and 2.16a , for simplicity.
The nonhomogeneous term e Q has the form1
Q s q I einv Ire 2.17 .  .1 n
` <  . < < <where  q I F M for I - d .nsy` n
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We note that when we considered the persistent unstable solutions for
w x  .Hopf bifurcations, the equations there 10]12 are similar to 2.11 , but
 . inv Iremuch simpler because 2.11 contains some highly oscillating e terms.
This requires us to find a new way to study the delayed bifurcations. In
fact, the delayed bifurcation properties sensitively depend on the analytic
extension of the system. The terms eiv n Ire remain bounded when I is real,
 1r e .however, they may be of magnitudes O e when I is complex. Thus,
 .new properties arise at 2.11 .
3. THE PRELIMINARY PROPERTIES OF THE
SOLUTIONS AND THE MOTIVATIONS
 .We begin with the initial value problems 2.11 for I - I - 0 for any0
I - 0.0
 .  .LEMMA 1. Let y s y I, e , I be a family of solutions of the system 2.110
<  . <with initial conditions at any I - 0 satisfying y I , e , I F M e . Then there0 0 0 1
 .  .  . < <exist d s d M , M s M M , and e s e M ) 0 so that when I - d ,2 2 1 0 0 1 0
<  . <0 - e - e , y I, e , I F M e for I - I - 0.0 0 2 0
Proof. If we observe the fact that all einv Ire terms remain bounded
wwhen I - I - 0, the proof is not much different from Theorem 1's in 10,0
x  .12 . In fact, if we let S I , I be the semigroup generated by the infinitesi-2 1
 .  .  .  .mal operator A I re , so that V I s S I, I V I is the solution of0 0
 .  .  .e V s A I V I . Then from 2.11 , we derive1
1 I
y I , e , I s S I , I y I , e , I q S I , t F q e Q dt . 3.1 .  .  .  .  .  .H0 0 0 0 1 1e I0
Thus, we get
1 I
y I , e , I F S I , I y I , e , I q S I , t .  .  .  .H0 0 0 0 e I0
=
t t
F , t , e , y q e Q , t dt . 3.2 .1 1 /  / /e e
 .  .  .  .The eigenvalues of A I :l I , l I s l I have the property that1 2 1
 . <  . <Re l I - 0 for I - 0, then S I, t F k whenever I - t F I F 0 forj 1 0
some k which is independent of e .1
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5 5 <  . <  .Let y s sup y I, e , I . Thus from 3.2 , we obtainI - I - 0 00
k I1
y I , e , I F k M e q F , I , e , y .0 1 1 1  /e e
I
< <qe Q , I I . 3.3 .1 0 / /e
5 5 <  . < 5 5 5 5 2 .Since Q F M, F Ire , I, e , y F eM y q O y , we obtain that1 1
there exist sufficiently small d , e , and sufficiently large M which all only0 2
5  .5depend on M such that y I, e , I F M e when e F e , yd F I F I F1 0 2 0 0
0.
LEMMA 2. Let I 0 ) 0 be any point abo¨e the critical point I s 0, and
 0.  . 0y s y I, e , I be solutions of 2.11 with initial conditions at I s I which
<  0 0. <  .satisfy y I , e , I F M e for any e ) 0. Then, there exist d s d M ,1 1
 .  . <  0. <e s e M , M s M M so that for e F e , y I, e , I F M e when-0 0 1 2 2 1 0 2
e¨er 0 F I F I 0 F d .
Proof. If we replace the variable I by yI, then Lemma 2 follows
immediately by the analogous arguments in Lemma 1.
We also see that the exponential growth property is valid in this case as
presented below.
 .PROPOSITION 1. If y and y are two solutions of 2.11 on I - I - I ,A B 1 2
<  . < <  . <and y I F M e , y I F M e whene¨er I F I F I . Then there existA 2 B 2 1 2
 .  .M s M M , e s e M so that for e F e ,3 3 2 0 0 2 0
1 y I y y I .  .I IA 2 B 22 21re .H Re l t . dt 1re .H Re l t . dtI j I j1 1e F F M e . 3.4 .3M y I y y I .  .3 A 1 B 1
w xProof. See 10, 12 .
At the end of this section, let us discuss some motivations of the ideas in
 .  .later sections. We define y I, s to be the solution of 2.11 with the initial
condition:
y I , s s 0. 3.5 .  .Iss
 .If we can show that the solution y I, I for some I - 0 and the0 0
 0. 0  yc re .solution y I, I for I ) 0 have a distance of magnitude O e at
I s 0, then the delayed bifurcations will follow from Lemmas 1 and 2 and
<  . <Proposition 1. This is clear since y I, I F M e for I - I - 0 and0 2 0
<  0. < 0 <  .  0. <y I, I F M e for 0 - I - I . Adding the fact y 0, I y y 0, I s2 0
 yc re . <  . <O e to Proposition 1, we get that y I, I F M e when I - I - I0 2 0 c
for some I ) 0 independent of e as e F e .c 0
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So it is the key step to obtain the estimate
0 ycrey 0, I y y 0, I s O e 3.6 .  .  .  .0
w xin this problem and in 10, 12 . This is mainly the motivation for Sections 5
and 6. However, the existence of delayed bifurcations or a lower bound of
.the amount of delay can be shown as a byproduct in Section 4 where we
 .analyze the structure of u I, s in order to derive the results in Sections 5
and 6.
 .4. ANALYSIS OF Y I, s AND A RESULT ON LOWER
BOUNDS OF Iq
 .l I1 .Let Q I be the nonsingular matrix such that AQ s Q . If / .l I2
Y1  .we let y s QY s Q , then the system 2.11 becomes /Y2
Il IY Y .11 1 y1e s q Q F , I , e , QY1  / /  /Y Y /l I e .2 22I
I ­ Q
y1 y1q e Q Q , I , e y e Q Y . 4.1 .1  /e ­ I
 .We write 4.1 into
I Il IY Y .11 1
e s q F , I , e , Y q e Q , I2 2 /  / /  /Y Y /l I e e .2 22I
4.2a .
y1 y1 . y1  .where F s Q F y e Q ­ Qr­ I Y, Q s Q Q . 4.2b2 1 2 1
 .We consider the solutions Y I, s which are of initial conditions:
Y I , s .1 0Y I , s s s . 4.3 .  .Iss  /0 /Y I , s .2 Iss
F2, 1The nonlinear term F has the form F s , where2 2  /F2, 2
I I
F s e E , I Y q E , I Y2, j j , 1 , 1 1 j , 1 , 2 2 /  / /e e
I
ky lq1 ly1q E , I Y Y , 4.4 . j , k , l 1 2 /e2Fk-`
1FlFkq1
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and
`I
inv IreE , I s f I e 4.5 .  .j , k , l j , k , l , n /e y`
 .  .where f I have analytic extensions f z , andj, k , l, n j, k , l, n
f z - M , . j , 1 , l , n
js1, 2, ls0,1
y`-n-q`
< < ` <  . <  .kwhen z - d ,    f z F Mr 2s for k G 1, fromjs1, 2 1F l F k nsy` j, k , l, n
 .  .2.16 and 4.2b . The coefficients before the linear terms are of an
Q2, 1 .e-multiple due to the nature of F . Similarly, Q Ire , I s where2 2  /Q2, 2
`
inv IreQ s f I e , 4.6 .  .2, j j , 0 , n
nsy`
 .  . `f I can be extended analytically to f z , and  j, 0, n j, 0, n js1,2 nsy`
W F Q1 2, 1 2, 1<  . < < <  .f z F M for z - d . If we write s q e , then 4.2j, 0, n  /  /  /W F Q2 2, 2 2, 2
 .and 4.3 can be expressed by the integral equations:
1 JI I1re .H l t . dtJ 1Y I , s s e W , J , Y , Y dJ , . H1 1 1 2 /e es
4.7 .
1 JI I1re .H l t . dtJ 2Y I , s s e W , J , Y , Y dJ . . H2 2 1 2 /e es
 .We intend to find the solutions of 4.7 of the form:
`
inv IreY I , s s e g I , e , s e , .  .1 1, n
nsy`
4.8 .
`
inv IreY I , s s e g I , e , s e . .  .2 2, n
nsy`
 .  .We wish to show that 4.7 has a solution of the form 4.8 with the
` 5  .5property that   g I, e , s F M.js1, 2 nsy` j, n
 .We note that 4.7 contains a pair of two equations which are conjugate
 .  .  .  .to each other, i.e., Y I, s s Y I, s or g I, e , s s g I, e , s . Thus,1 2 2, n 1, yn
it suffices to solve
1 II I1re .H l t . dtJ 1Y I , s s e W , I , Y , Y dJ 4.9 .  .H1 1 1 1 /e es
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where
` `
inv Ire inv IreW s e f I e e g I , e , s e .  . 1 1, 1, 1, n 1, n /  /
ns` nsy`
` `
inv Ire inv Ireq e f I e e g I , e , s e .  . 1, 1, 2, n 1, yn /  /
ns` nsy`
` `
inv Ire kq f I e e .   1, k , l , n /
nsy`ks2 1FlFkq1
=
ky lq1`
inv Ireg I , e , s e . 1, n /
nsy`
ly1` `
inv Ire inv Ire= g I , e , s e q e f I e . .  . 1, yn 1, 0, n /  /
nsy` nsy`
4.10 .
 .We combine 4.10 into
` `
inv Ire inv IreW s h I , e e q e f I e .  . 1 n 1, 0, n
nsy` nsy`
where
2 2h I , e s e f g q e f g .  n 1, 1, 1, n 1, n 1, 1, 2, n 1, yn1 2 1 2
n qn sn n qn sn1 2 1 2
`
kq e f g ??? g   1, k , l , n 1, n 1, n1 2 ky lq2
n qn q ??? qn snks2 1FlFkq1 1 2 kq2
?g ??? g , 4.11 .1, yn 1, ynky lq3 kq2 /
and express the integration as
I I1re .H l t . dt inv JreJ 1e h J , e e dJ .H n
s
II J1re .H l t . dt y1re . H l t . dtyiv n J .s 1 s 1s e e h dJ . 4.12 .H n
s
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 .We show that the second part of 4.12 can be expressed as
I J Iy1 re . H l t . dtyinv J . y1re . H l t . dtyinv I .s 1 s 1Äe h J , e dJ s h I , e e .  .H n n
s
Ä inv srey h s, e e . .n
Ä  .for some h , and we then can further express the right-hand side of 4.7 inn
the Fourier series of einv Ire. Let us make some assumptions about
nonresonance.
 . < <  .H4 First Nonresonant Condition . Assume for z - d , l z y inv /1
 .  .0, l z y inv / 0 for n g Z, where l z are the analytic extensions of2 j
 .the eigenvalues l I .j
 . <  . < <Since Re l I s 0, H4 can simply be remembered as v 'Is0j 0
<  . <Im l 0 / nv for n g N if we consider z near 0.j
 . < <  .H5 Second Nonresonant Condition . Assume for z - d , 2l z yj
 . < < <  . < i 2n y 1 v / 0 for n g Z, j s 1, 2, or simply 2 v ' 2 Im l 0 / 2n y0 1
.1 v.
LEMMA 3. Assume H4 holds. For s F I F 0, the integration can be
expressed as
I Jy1 re . H l t . dtyinv J .s 1e h J , e dJ .H n
s
Ä y1 re . H Is l1t . dtyinv I . Ä inv sres h I , e e y h s, e e 4.13 .  .  .n n
Ä Ä .  .where h I, e s h h , I, e is analytic in I, and satisfies the relationn n n
Ä Ä5 5 < < < < 5 5 < < < <h s sup h I , e F s h I , e s s sup h I , e . .  .  .  .  .n sF I F 0 n n sF I F 0 n
 I  . .Proof. We typically select the point I where Re H l t dt y inv I iss 1
Ä  .the maximum among all I 's in the admissible region and set h I, e s 0n
Ä  .there. In this particular case, it is clear that h s, e s 0 sincen
I Ä  . .  .Re H l t dt y inv I is decreasing as I increases. Then, let h I, e ss 1 n
1re . H Is l1t . dtyinv I . I y1re . H Js l1t . dtyinv J . Ä .  .e H e h J, e dJ, consequently h I, es n n
 .  .satisfies 4.13 because Re l t - 0 for s - t - I - 0, we have1
II J1re . H l t . dtyinv I . y1re . H l t . dtyinv J .s 1 s 1Äh I , e s e e h J , e dJ .  .Hn n
s
< <F s h I , e . 4.14 .  .n
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We observe that formally
eÄh I , e s h I , e .  .n nyl I q inv .1
X2e h I , e .nq y1 .  /yl I q inv yl I q inv .  .1 1
e mmy1 w m x mq ??? q y1 h I , e q O e .  .  .nyl I q inv . .1
e
y h s, e .nyl s q inv .1
X2e h s, e .nq y1 .  /yl s q inv yl s q inv .  .1 1
memy 1 w m xq ??? q y1 h s, e .  .nyl I q inv . .1
=e1re . H
I
s l1t . dtyinv Iqinv s. 4.15 .
where
X1
w0x w m x w my1xh s h I , e , h I , e s h I , e 4.16 .  .  .  .n n n n /yl I q inv . .1
from integration by parts. In fact,
I Jy1 re . H l t . dtyinv J .s 1e h J , e dJ .H n
s
s hm4 I , e ey1 re . H Is l1t . dtyinv I . y hm4 s, e eyi nv sre .  .n n
I Jmm w m x y1re . H l t . dtyinv J .s 1q e y1 h J , e e dJ 4.17 .  .  .H n
s
where
e
m4h I , e s h I , e .  .n nyl I q inv .1
X2e h I , e .nq y1 .  /yl I q inv yl I q inv .  .1 1
e mmy1 w m xq ??? q y1 h , . nyl I q inv . .1
 .4.15 then follows. This finishes Lemma 3.
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Ä Ä5  .5  < <.5  .5Remark. The inequality h I, e F s h I, e is an estimate of hn n n
which does not involve the derivatives of h , and is useful for latern
Ä  .arguments. Also, we note h s, e s 0 in this case. However, when wen
Ä  .consider the analytic extension of the solutions, h s, e could be nonzeron
Ä  .in that case. We keep the term h s, e here to preserve the consistency inn
style.
 .The integration 4.12 then becomes:
I I1re .H l t . dt inv JreJ 1e h J , e e dJ .H n
s
Ä inv Ire Ä 1re .H Is l1t . dt inv sres h I , e e y h s, e e e . 4.18 .  .  .n n
Similarly,
I I1re .H l t . dt inv JreJ 1e f J e dJ .H 1, 0, n
s
Ä inv Ire Ä 1re .H Is l1t . dt inv sres f I , e e y f s, e e e 4.19 .  .  .1, 0, n 1, 0, n
where
Äf I , e .1, 0, n
X2e e f I .1, 0, ns f I y .1, 0, n  /yl I q inv yl I q inv yl I q inv .  .  .1 1 1
e mmy1 w m x mq ??? q y1 f I q O e .  .  .1, 0, nyl I q inv .1
X2e e f s .1, 0, ny f s y .1, 0, n  /yl I q inv yl s q inv yl s q inv .  .  .1 1 1
memy 1 w m xq ??? q y1 f s .  .1, 0, nyl I q inv .1
=e1re . H
I
s l1t . dtyinv  Iys.. 4.20 .
and
X1
w0x w m x w my1xf s f I , f s f 4.21 .  .1, 0, n 1, 0, n 1, 0, n 1, 0, n /yl I q inv .1
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Ä5  .5 < < 5 5  .with f I, e F s f . Thus 4.9 is equivalent to1, 0, n 1, 0, n
Y I , s s H q H einv Ire q R q R einv Ire 4.22 .  . 1 0 n 1, 0 1, n
n/0 n/0
where
`1 I1re .H l t . dt inv sres 1Ä ÄH s y h s, e e e q h I , e , .  .0 n 0 5e nsy`
1 ÄH s h I , e for n / 0, 4.23 .  .n ne
`
I1re .H l t . dt inv sres 1Ä ÄR s y f s, e e e q f I , e , .  .1, 0 1, 0, n 1, 0, 0 5
nsy`
ÄR s f I , e for n / 0. 4.24 .  .1, n 1, 0, n
 .  .  .Let g s g , n g Z , H s H , n g Z , and R s R , n g Z . Then a1, n n 1, n
fixed point of the equation
1
g s H g q R 4.25 .  . .
e
 .corresponds to the solution of 4.9 , i.e.,
` `
inv Ire inv Iree g e s H q R e . . 1, n n 1, n
nsy` nsy`
 4 5 5We define the norm of the Banach space G s g as g s
` <  . < sup g I, e , s .nsy` s- I - 0 1, n
 .PROPOSITION 2. Assume H4 and s F I F 0 hold. Let y I, s be the
 .  . <solution of 2.11 with the initial condition at I s s: y I, s s 0. ThenIss
 .  .gi¨ en M ) 0 sufficiently large, there exist e s e M ) 0, d s d M such0 0
 .Y I , s1 .  .  .  .that for e F e , yd F s F I F 0, y I, s s Q I Y I, s , Y I, s s ,0  / .Y I , s1
and
`
inv IreY I , s s e g I , e , s e 4.26 .  .  .1 1, n
nsy`
` <  . <where  g I, e , s F M.nsy` 1, n
Proof. From the discussions above, it suffices to prove Proposition 2 by
 .  5 5 4showing that 4.25 defines a contraction mapping from G s g : g - gg
< <to itself for some positive number g when e F e and s - d for some d0
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independent of e . From Lemma 3, we have
Ä < <h I , e F s h I , e . .  .n n
 . I  .From 4.23 , and the fact Re H l t dt - 0, we obtains 1
` `< <1 2 2 s .Ä5 5 5 5H g F h F h . 4.27 .  . n n2 2e e ensy` nsy`
 .Now from 4.11 , we get
` ` `
25 5 5 5 5 5h F e f g  n 1, 1, 1, n 1, n /  /
nsy` nsy` nsy`
` `
2 5 5 5 5q e f g 1, 1, 2, n 1, n /  /
nsy` nsy`
k` ` `
k 5 5 5 5q e f g .   1, k , l , n 1, n /  /
nsy` nsy`ks2 1FlFkq1
 . 5 5  .kFrom 2.16b that   f F Mr 2s , we getn l 1, k , l, n
` ` k5 5 5 5M g M g
2 k5 5h F e q e n ks 2s .nsy` ks2
5 5 2 5 5 2M g Me g 1
2F e q .2 5 5s 1 y e g r 2s .2s .
Therefore
5 5 5 5 21 M g M g 1
< <H g F 2 s q . 4.28 .  .  .2 5 5 /e s 1 y e g r 2s4s  .
 .  .In an analogous way, using 4.20 and 4.24 , we get
`1 1 Ä5 5 5 5R s e f 1, 0, n2e e nsy`
` `1
X2 3 45 5 5 5F e K f q e K f q e M f . 1, 0, n 1, 0, n 3 1, 0, n2  /e nsy` nsy`
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for sufficiently small e . Thus for M large enough, we have
1
5 5R F 2 M when e F e . 4.29 .0e
 .  .  .  .If we define L g s 1re H g q 1re R, then when e F e0
5 5 5 5 2g g 1
< <L g F M s q q 2 M . 4.30 .  .  .2 5 5 /s 1 y e g r 2s4s  .
 .  . < <Thus there exist d s d M, s , e s e M, s such that for s F d ,0 0 0 0 0
5  .5 5 5L g F 4M s g whenever g F 4M s g . Next, we show that L is a
5 a. .5 5 b. .5contraction mapping. Let g I F g and g I F g . Then,
1
b. a. a. b.L g y L g s H g y H g .  .  .  .
e
`1
a. b.s H g y H g .  . n ne nsy`
`2
a. b.Ä ÄF h g y h g .  . n n2e nsy`
`2
a. b.< <F s h g y h g . 4.31 .  . .  . n n2e nsy`
 .  .From 4.11 and 2.16 , we derive
b. a.L g y L g .  .
`2
2 b. a.< < 5 5F s e f g y g .  1, 1, 1, n2   /e ns`
`
2 b. a.5 5qe f g y g 1, 1, 2, n /
ns`
` `
k 5 5q e f   1, k , l , n /
nsy`ks2 1FlFkq1
ky1a. b. b. a.= max g , g k g y g .  . . 5
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` ky1g
b. a. ky2 b. a.< <F s M g y g q e kM g y g .  k /2s .ks2
` ky2 ky1e g k
b. a.< <s M s 1 q g y g .  k /2s .ks2
` ky2 ky1 ke g 2
b. a.< <F M s 1 q g y g .  k /2s .ks2
4g 1
b. a.< <s M s 1 q g y g . 4.32 .  .2 /1 y egrss
 .  . < <Then, there exist e s e M, s , d s d M, g , s such that for s F d0 0 1 1 1
and e F e ,0
1
b. a. b. a.L g y L g F g y g . B 4.33 . .  .  .  .
2
We start to prove our first existence theorem for delayed bifurcations
under H1]H5. We indicate here that the problems are related to the
 .  .  .analytic extensions g z, e , s . In order to get estimates from 4.23 ] 4.24 ,1, n
z  .we need to understand the behavior of the level curves of Re H l t dt in0 1
 w x. z  .the complex z-plane see Fig. 1, also see 10 so that Re H l t F 0 fors 1
any chosen z.
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 4. Let h z and R z be analytic in cl D the closure of D for
 .some open and connected region D : C. Suppose T is a point where Re R z
 .attains a minimum in cl D , and suppose that gi¨ en any z g D, there exists a
 .  .  .  .path G z, T ; cl D such that Re R z is nondecreasing along G z, T .
 .  .See Fig. 2. Then for any j , z g cl D ,
z
1re .Rt . 1re .R z . 1re .R j .Ä Äh t e dt s h z , e , T , h e y h j , e , T , h e .  .  .H
j
4.34 .
Ä Ä .for some analytic functions h s h z, e , T , h which satisfy the property that
Äh z , e , T , h F G z , T h z . 4.35 .  .  .  .
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z  .FIG. 1. The level curves of Re H l t dt intersect the real axis from both sides of O in0 1
the upper half complex plane.
 .Furthermore, if R9 z / 0 for z g D, then
X2e e h z .Äh z , e , T , h s ? h z y .  .  /R9 z R9 z R9 z .  .  .
e mmy1 w m x mq ??? q y1 h z q O e .  .  .
R9 z .
X2e e h T .
y ? h T y .  /R9 T R9 T R9 T .  .  .
memy 1 w m x 1re . RT .yR z ..q ??? q y1 h T e 4.36 .  .  .
R9 T .
w0x .  . w m x .   .. w my1x ..where h z s h z , h z s 1rR9 z h z 9.
 .  .FIG. 2. Take T to be the minimum point of the function Re R z in cl D . Assume that
 .  .  .there exists a curve G z, T ; cl D which connects T with z for any z g cl D such that
 .  .yRe R z is nonincreasing on G z, T .
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ÄProof. The function h is defined as
Ä yR  z .re Rt .reh z , e , T , h s e h t e dt . .  .H / .zgG z , T
 .  .  .  .Then 4.34 follows from the analyticity of h z and R z . Since Re R z is
Ä<  . < <  . <nondecreasing as t goes from T to z, we have h z, e , T , h F G z, T ?
5  .5  .h z . Equation 4.36 can be easily obtained by integration by parts.
 .  .THEOREM 1. Assume H1]H5 hold. Let y I, s be the solutions of 2.11
 . <  .with initial conditions at I s s: y I, s s 0. Then there exist s s s M, vIss 0 0
 . < <) 0, e s e M, v such that if e F e , s - 0, and s F s , the solution0 0 0 0
 . <  . <y I, s has the following property: y I, s F Me when and only when s F I
 .  .F I for some I s I s G s** where s** s s** s ) 0 is a point beingq q q
dependent on s, but independent of e ª 0q.
Y1 .Proof. It suffices to show the same result for Y I, s s . We have /Y1
 .shown in Proposition 2 that when s - I - 0, Y I, s can be expressed as1
 .  . inv IreY I s eg I, e , s e . We now establish the analytic extension for1 1, n
 .  .g I, e , s : g z, e , s where z belongs to some neighborhood of z s 0.1, n 1, n
Consider the equation
1 1
g z s L g , z s H g z , g z , z q R z 4.37 .  .  .  .  .  . .
e e
 .and we hope to find a fixed point g z for complex z as well.
We observe that for z in the complex plane, Lemma 4 is valid provided
 .  .  j  .that there exist paths G s, T and G z, T such that Re H l t dt yn n n n s 1
.  .invj is nonincreasing as j moves from T to s along G s, T , and fromn n n
 .T to z along G z, T .n n n
More precisely, we have
z Jy1 re . H l t . dtyinv J .s 1e h J , e dJ .H n
s
Ä y1 re . H zs l1t . dtyinv z . Ä inv sres h z , e e y h s, e e .  .n n
where
Ä 1re . H zs l1t . dtyinv z . y1re . H Js l1t . dtyinv J .h z , e s e e h J , e dJ .  .Hn n
 .G z , Tn n
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 j  . .for T chosen as the point j where Re H l t dt y invj attains itsn s 1
 .maximum in the region. If for every z, we can find such G z, T , thenn n
Äh z , e F G z , T sup h j , e .  .  .n n n n
 .jgG z , Tn
according to Lemma 4.
Thus, if we are able to find a region B near z s 0 such that given z g B
 .  .and n g Z, there exists a path G z, T ; cl B satisfying the propertyn n
 z  . .that Re H l t dt y inv z is nonincreasing as z moves along such a path,s 1
 .  .   . .  .  .then L g s 1re H g z , g z , z q 1re R z is also a contraction .
mapping by following the same analysis as in Proposition 2, provided
z  .Re H l t dt F 0. In fact, upon above-mentioned conditions,s 1
5 5 5 5 2M g M g 1
L g F 2 max G z , T q .  . .n n 2 5 5 /s 1 y e g r 2s4szgB  .
ngZ
` `
X 2q K f z q eK f z q O e , .  .  . 1, 0, n 1, 0, n
nsy` nsy`
4.38 .
5 5 <  . <where g s sup g z . Also,z g B
a. b.L g y L g F M max G z , T . .  .  .n n
zgB
ngZ
=
1 4g 1
b. a.q g y g . 4.39 .2 /s 1 y egrss
We now show that it is possible to find such a neighborhood B of z s 0
such that
 .1. s g the closure of B s cl B
  .  . .2. z g B for any z g B because the mapping L g z , g z , z in-
volves both z and z.
3. Given any z g B, any n s 0, "1, " 2, . . . , there exists a path
 .  .  z  . .G z, T ; cl B , such that Re H l t dt y inv z is nonincreasing as zn n s 1
 .moves along the path G s, z from T to z where T is the maximumn n n
 z  . .  .point of Re H l t dt y inv z in cl B .s 1
z  .4. Given any z g B, Re H l t F 0.s 1
<  . <5. max G z, T F d is sufficiently small.z g B n n
 .Once such a region B is found, then the fixed point g z of the equation
 .   . .g z s L g z , g z , z will be known to exist by the argument of contrac- .
tion mapping.
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The region B is constructed by the following considerations. Suppose Gs
 . z  .is the level curve of w z s Re H l t dt which intersects the real axis at1 s 1
s - 0 and s* ) 0. Also assume G to be the conjugate image of G . Lets s
 < 4  .B s z z is between G and G . Then 4 can be satisfied if B ; B .0 s s 0
When s - 0 is close enough to 0, B is a region close to 0 as well. With0
z  . z  . .the fact that H l t dt y inv z s H l t y inv dt y inv s ands 1 s 1
 z  . . z  . .Re H l t dt y inv z s Re H l t y inv dt , we need to examine thes 1 s 1
 .behavior of l z y inv and the corresponding level curves of w s1 n
z  . .Re H l t y inv dt .s 1
 .  .From the fact that Re l 0 s 0, Im l 0 - 0, we observe that when1 1
z s I is close to 0,
l I s a I q O I 2 q i v q O I 4.40 .  .  .  . .1 1 0
where
­
a s Re l I ) 0; .1 1­ I Is0 4.41 .
v sIm l I - 0. .0 1 Is0
Thus, we obtain
l z y inv s a z q O z 2 q i v y nv q O z . 4.42 .  .  .  . .1 1 0
z .Let z s x q iy. The level curves Re H l y inv dt s c are essentially ins 1
the form of parabolas with high order terms
1 2 3 2a x y v y nv y q O x , y s C , 4.43 .  . .1 02
< <where v y nv / 0 as in the assumption H4, when z is sufficiently small.0
All level curves are classified into two types. For v y nv ) 0, the level0
 .curves are parabolas opening upward convex . For v y nv - 0, they0
 .curve downward concave .
Let n be the integer such that v y nv - 0 for n G n and v y0 0 0 0
nv ) 0 for n F n y 1.0 0
z .We define  to be the set of level curves of Re H l y inv dt . Then s 1
z  . .level curves for Re H l t y in v dt in  are the most concave in thes 1 0 n0
sense that if G g  intersects G g  which is the set of level curves1 n 2 n0z  . .for Re H l t y inv dt , n / n , in two points z and z , then for any zs 1 0 1 2
 .between z and z , G is above G from 4.43 . See Fig. 3. Similarly 1 2 1 2 n y10
are the most convex meaning if G g  , G g  for n / n y 1, and1 n y1 2 n 00
 4if G l G s z , z , G is below G between z and z . By the second1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
nonresonant assumption H5, we have
v y n v / v y n y 1 v . 4.44 .  . .0 0 0 0
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 . < < <  . <  . < < <Thus either a v y n v - v y n y 1 v or b v y n v ) v y0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 . <  .  .n y 1 v . Suppose a holds, when z is close to 0, the level curves  z0 n0
where z s x q iy;
1 2 3 2a x y v y n v y q O x , y s C , 4.45 .  . .1 0 02
are the most concave ones among all  and their conjugate images  .n n
 .  .  .The conjugate images of  z written as  z s  x, y which haven n n0 0 0
the expression:
21 2 3a x y v y n v yy q O x , yy s C 4.46 .  .  .  . .1 0 02
 .are the most convex ones since  are more convex than  . When bn n y10 0
holds, then  are the most convex, and  are the most concave.n y1 n y10 0
By nonresonant conditions H4 and H5,
v y nv / y v y mv for m , n g Z. 4.47 .  .0 0
< <So we can arrange all  in an order according to v y nv . When z isn 0
sufficiently close to 0, all  are obeying the rule of convexity andn
< <concavity in the order of magnitudes v y nv . We may use the notations0
n , n , . . . , n , . . . to express the integers, i.e., n are the integers such that1 2 k k
< < < < < < < < <v y n v - v y n v - v y n v - ??? - v y n v - v y0 0 0 1 0 2 0 k 0
< 1. 2. n.n v - ??? , and  , , . . . , , . . . to express the sets of the levelkq1
 . 1. k .curves in such an order. For example, in case a  s  , . . . , s  ,n 00
for some k.
FIG. 3. The convexity argument.
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We define the term that B is n.-accessible if, given z g B, there exists
 .  . z  . .a path G z, T ; cl B such that Re H l t y inv dt is monotonen n s 1
 .decreasing along G z, T .n n
We now construct the region B in the following way.
 . z  .The level curve of w z s Re H l t dt which passes through z s1 s 1
 .s: G z and its conjugate image G bound the region B as assumed.s s 0
k . s  , and there are only finitely many families of n. which are in0
front of  in the order described previously. For n G k q 1, we observe0
that B is n.-accessible which can be easily verified. However, B may0 0
not be accessible for some n. for 0 - n F k y 1.
We assert that if an open and connected region D is not m.-accessible,
 .  <  z  .then there exists a value c such that the set L c s z g D Re H l ts 1
. 4dt y in v z s c is disconnected. Let us assume that there exists z g Dm
such that there is no path between z and T the lowest point forn
 z  . ...  z  . .Re H l t dt y in v z where Re H l t dt y in v z is nonincreasing.s 1 m s 1 m
 .Since D is connected, we take T ; cl D to connect z and T . Sincen
 z  . .  .Re H l t dt y in v z is not nonincreasing on G, there exist z g L cs 1 m 1
 .  .  .  .l G ; cl D , z g L c l G ; cl D for some c and L c is not con-2
nected. Otherwise we can modify G by passing the nonmonotonic segment
Ä .  .through L c ; cl D , and the modified path G is of the property that
z Ä  . .Re H l t dt y in v z is nonincreasing for z g G. Thus if every levels 1 m
curve is connected in B and if we cut off portions of B without0 0
separating any of G ; n. in the sense that the new set B ; B has the1 0
 .property ­ B y ­ B l G is either empty or a single point, then B is1 0 1
n.-accessible.
z  . .We consider the level curve G of Re H l t y in v dt which isky1 s 1 ky1
tangent to G or G . Suppose G and G intersects at z s z ; we names s s ky1 ky1
the portion of G to the left of z as Gy , the portion to the right ofky1 ky1 ky1
q y qz as G . Correspondingly, we have G and G . Similarly, we canky1 ky1 ky1 ky1
" " y y qdefine G , G . Define B by the region bounded by G , G , G , ands s 1 s s ky1
qG . See Fig. 4.ky1
It is obvious that B is accessible for ky1. because ­ B cuts the1 1
non-ky1.-accessible part of B away. Also B is accessible for n., n G k.0 1
The reason that ­ B cuts none of G g n. for n G k into two pieces is
from the fact that the level curves of n. in B either stay inside B or0 1
exist B without coming back by the convexity argument. We then follow1
the finitely many steps to find G , G to be tangent to ­ B , andky2 ky2 1
q qG , G to become the new boundaries to cut off B and so on. See Fig.ky2 ky2 1
5. Finally we can get B which is accessible for all n., n g N. Thek
boundary ­ B intersects the real axis at two points z s s - 0, and z sk
s** ) 0. The point s** ) 0 can be computed as follows.
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FIG. 4. The construction of B .1
s*  .Let s* ) 0 be the point such that Re H l t dt s 0,s 1
z j
<s s min z ) 0 Re l t dt s min Re l y in v dt , .  .H H1 1 1 ky1 5z jg­ B0 00
z j
<s s min z ) 0 Re l t dt s min Re l y in v dt , .  .H H2 1 1 ky2 5z jg­ B0 01
???
4.48 .
z j
<s s min z ) 0 Re l t dt s min Re l y in v dt , .  .H Hk 1 1 1 5z jg­ B0 0k
s** s s .k
FIG. 5. The construction of B .2
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They are in the order 0 - s F s F ??? F s*. Since the process is ofk ky1
finite steps, s ) 0 only depends on l , v. Thus B s B is the desiredk 1 k
region.
Remark. It is necessary to indicate that in some occasions, B is veryk
 . n 2 ky1 ` 2 ky2simple. For example, when l z s  a z q i v z1 ks1 2 ky1 ks1 2 ky2
is symmetric, the point s is simplyk
z s
<s s min z ) 0 Re l t dt s min l y ikv dt . .  .H Hk 1 1 5z ksn , n y10 00 0
 . 5  .5  .We obtained g z with g z F M which is a solution of g z s
  .  . .  .  .L g z , g z , z for z g B s B . Further, g s s 0 and g z, e , s arek 1, n
 .  .analytic extension of g I, e , s . Especially for s F z F s s s**, Y I s1, n k 1
`  . inv Iree g I, e , s e has the properties thatnsy` 1, n
 . <  . < 5  .5 5  .51 Y I, s F Me since g z s  g z, e , s F M for s - I -1 n 1, n
s**,
 .  .  .  .2 Y I, s satisfies the integral equation 4.9 since g z is a solu-1
 .tion of 4.25 .
This finishes Theorem 1.
< < < <Remark 1. H4]H5 assure that v y nv / v y mv when m / n in0 0
 .4.47 , which then leads to the comparison between  and  levelm n
< <curves. If we express H4]H5 in terms of v and v ) 0, then we might0
< <simply combine H4]H5 into 2 v / nv for n G 1. However, the mecha-0
1< <  .  . < <nism of the resonance at v s 2n q 1 v, n G 0 H5 , and v s nv,0 02
 . wn G 0 H4 appears to be different as we will indicate later in 24, Sec-
xtion 8 .
Remark 2. In delayed Hopf bifurcation case, the only level curves we
 z  . 4need to consider are  s z: Re H l t dt s C and therefore B s B.s 1 0
The results of delayed Hopf bifurcations are a consequence of Theorem 1
s**  .too. Moreover, the fact that s** satisfies Re H l t dt s 0 indicates thiss 1
lower bound estimate s** can be very sharp and precise in cases such as
delayed Hopf bifurcations.
 .COROLLARY 1. Assume H1]H5 hold. Let y I, e be the solution of
 . <  . < <2.11 with the initial condition at I s I : y I, e F M e . Then for e FIsI0 10
 .  . <  . <e s e M , M there exists I s I M , M such that y I, e F Me when0 0 1 q q 1
 U . Uand only when I F I F I , for some I s min s**, I and I ) 0 is the0 q q 0 0
IU0  .point such that Re H l t dt s 0.I 10
Proof. This is just a direct consequence of Lemma 1, Proposition 1, and
Theorem 1.
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